Robert McClelland MD (hereafter Dr. M) – Rest in Peace
After viewing the neck and head gunshot wounds of the victim, Dr.
M held the forceps on the throat as other doctors performed a
tracheotomy. The victim’s blood oozed into the lower portion of Dr.
M’s lab coat and shirt. The victim had just been removed from the
Presidential limousine that experienced a volley of gunfire on Elm
Street. Dr. M gave a particularly revealing quote to Philadelphia
CBS affiliate in 2013 that was repeated with very similar language
in McClelland’s Sept. 25, 2019 New York Times obituary:
But while McClelland believes the assassination [JFK] was a
conspiracy, he is also quick to separate himself from the “nuts” and
those with what he calls the truly “off‐the‐wall” theories. He mentions one group
that asked him to have his bloody shirt from the day of the assassination tested for
DNA in order to prove it wasn’t the President who was shot, but a “ringer.” “I didn’t
even respond to them after that,” McClelland chuckles.
I am one of those “nuts” from “off the wall” who requested in a letter to Dr. M that he
seek the truth about the origin of the blood on his shirt with DNA tests. Dr. M’s bloody
shirt exists beyond his life and has a crucial story to tell that will either confirm or utterly
shatter the traditional narrative of what occurred on Elm Street. I also offered some
advice to Dr. M in my letter that he did indeed follow and is detailed later in this article
Last, the article includes my feelings about the true reasons why Dr M did not want to
complete DNA tests. This is the compelling backstory to the above Dr. M obit quote.
Beginnings
In 1963, our family of three boys lived on West 5th Street in Irving, about half mile down
the street from the home of Lee and Marina Oswald. One of my mother’s best friends at
the time was Louise King, an RN who was in the surgical operating room for Governor
John Connally (also shot in the Presidential limousine that day on Elm Street). Another
of my mother’s friends was Etra Straham, girlfriend of Dallas Morning News columnist
Frank Tolbert. From the roof of the Dallas Morning News building, the observer has a
direct line of site onto Elm Street. Etra stated that Frank witnessed Jack Ruby heading
towards the roof staircase with two other men at about 12pm on
November 22, 1963. All of the men had binoculars dangling from
their necks.
My relationship with Dr. M began in 1968 when my family moved
to Glen Valley Drive in Irving, Texas. Two doors down from our
house lived Charles Baxter MD (hereafter Dr B) - picture right who along with Dr M tried to save the life of the body that had
been removed from the Presidential limousine on November 22,
1963. Dr. M and Dr. B were eternally linked since that day.
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While growing-up on Glen Valley, everyone learned really fast that Dr. B did not talk
about what occurred in Emergency Surgery Room Number 1 of Parkland Hospital. If
one were persistent with Dr. B about what occurred, he blanked you out and would not
even recognize you were in his presence.
Initially, I did not comprehend why Dr. B had such extreme
reactions to the inquiries, but over the next 40 years I learned why,
with Dr. M providing me the last and most important pieces to the
Dr B puzzle.
In June 1971, two weeks after my high school graduation, my
father died from complications of diabetes and a botched surgery
that removed his pituitary gland. The first person to express their
condolences to me was Dr. B. I was an accomplished
photographer before graduation and because of such, Dr. B
arranged a summer job for me in the medical photography
department of Southwestern Medical School (an adjunct teaching
facility to Parkland Hospital). During this summer experience, Dr B.
also introduced me to Dr. M.
The next two summers I was staff photographer/summer intern at
the Dallas Times Herald. On the first morning of work in June of
1972 I was driving to the Times Herald offices while listening to the
radio about an on-going robbery and kidnapping incident. As I was
driving, I loaded my cameras with film – I just knew this happening
was all mine.
I met the Times Herald photo director on the parking lot as I arrived
for work, informed him of the on-goings and he immediately
dispatched me on my first assignment - to the basement of the
Dallas Police Department where I took a photo of the kidnapping
victim with her father. By 12:00pm that day I had my first picture on
the front page of the Times Herald – I was a 19-year-old college freshman while most
newspaper summer interns during that era were either seniors or graduate students and
relegated to only darkrooms or studio assignments.
Another Times Herald photographer had also captured a very famous incident in the
basement of the Dallas Police Department nine years earlier. Bob Jackson took the
acclaimed photo of Lee Harvey Oswald bending over in pain BEFORE the pistol was
shot by Jack Ruby. So, my very first front-page picture in a major metropolitan
newspaper was taken in the basement of the Dallas Police Department while Bob
Jackson’s best photo was taken in the basement of the Dallas Police Department.
Also, a Hollywood production team wanting to make a film about the incident on Elm
Street hired me to take color exterior and interior photos of the empty Texas School
Book Depository in the summer of 1973. I pointed my 500mm Nikkor mirror lens out the
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window where the shooter (allegedly Oswald) fired at the Presidential limousine. The
production team took my unprocessed color film and I never heard from them again.

Missouri
I attended the University of Missouri School of Journalism and majored in PhotoJournalism. Missouri students do not take journalism classes until their junior year. In
my freshman year I established a relationship with Professor Cliff Edom of the
Photojournalism Department. Edom, who coined the word photojournalism, arranged for
me to have a special tour of the National Geographic Society by Missouri alum and
award-winning photographer Robert Madden in the summer of 1972.
In my sophomore year Edom semi-retired and was replaced by Angus McDougall. Even
though I was an underclassman and not enrolled in the journalism school, Edom
included me in his special projects that infuriated McDougall. Complicating matters
further, Edom publicly criticized the teaching techniques of McDougall. Regretfully I got
caught-up in the war between the ex and current photojournalism-directors.
Despite all of my experience, McDougall made me take the basic photo course where
students are taught how to operate a camera and complete film processing tasks. Edom
was convinced the slight by McDougall was a retaliation against him. In the meantime,
McDougall and I butted heads on numerous issues as I finished the basic and advanced
photojournalism courses.
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To McDougall’s credit, his photojournalism
classes were designed in such a way that a
total amateur beginning student would depart
Missouri with a functional pro-portfolio that
would get them hired on any newspaper
photo-staff immediately after graduation.
Missouri and McDougall were very involved
with photojournalism contests in the 1970s
but by the end of my junior year I was
burning-out on photojournalism and could
care less about photo contests. Also, at that
time I was struggling with mastering the manual typewriter and my handicap was
hindering my journalism writing courses. If this article had to be assembled on a manual
typewriter, the words would have never been composed. Microsoft Word and the
Advantage2 Kinesis Keyboard make my connection to the world possible.
The journalism school has a full-time newspaper that competes with the local
publication in Columbia, Missouri. McDougall had me skip the intermediate course and I
enrolled in the class that functioned as the staff photojournalists for the Missourian. In
April 1974 a call came in that rest home fire was taking place in a small-town north of
Columbia. I was driving my car with the writer in the front seat and two additional
photojournalists were in the back seat and getting ready for and really excited about
those “prize winners” that would impress the college and professional contest judges.
Within two years, one of the photojournalists went on to win Newspaper Photographer
of the Year and the other photojournalist was also award winning and eventually
became a university professor of photojournalism.
They crashed out of the backseat doors with the urgency of a fireman while they blasted
away with three cameras dangling from their bodies. They frantically took pictures as
the snuffed-out fire then evolved into returning the residents to their rooms with the twocontest driven “photojournalists” darting and dodging around the dazed and petrified
elders. Even though I was in burn-out mode (no pun intended), while sitting in my car on
the street I immediately saw the one picture angle that would tell the story. I grabbed
only one of my three cameras, took two frames, put my camera down and proceeded to
help the rest home staff return the residents their rooms.
The two photojournalists had over a combined 600 frames of film – I had my two.
McDougall went crazy when he saw me in the photos helping the residents to their
rooms. I will never forget McDougall raising his arms and shaking his hands in the air as
he shouted “Why in the hell is Andersen in the pictures?” But who had the single photo
on the front page of the Missourian? – Yes, that was me.
Sitting in McDougall’s office afterwards, I expressed my feelings that the
photojournalists were more of a threat to the elders than the fire. McDougall’s reply was
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“I want my photographers aggressive rather than passive.” I leaned across his desk and
said – “Well I am not one of your photographers.” I never attended another class at the
University of Missouri despite being on full scholarship.

McDougall and I did reconcile years later when I completed a three-year photo-essay
and documentary video odyssey of a California prison retraining program that teaches
inmates to be commercial divers at the Chino Institution for Men. Harper & Row
published the $25.00 paperback titled Prisoners of the Deep in 1985 that
entrepreneurial book distributors are selling in 2019 for over $800.00.
https://www.amazon.com/Prisoners-Deep-Brian-David-Andersen/dp/0062500201 The
video documentary Dive to Freedom is posted here https://vimeo.com/134435260
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I needed to video tape the inmates in the water
training tanks for the documentary but there were no
underwater housings for professional video cameras
such as the $50,000.00 Ikegami and BetaCam. All
underwater motion picture cameraman in the 1980s
distained video so by default I became the pioneer of
underwater video. I teamed-up with San Diego
aquatic fabricator Elwyn Gates and we made a
revolutionary cast aluminum housing that won an
Emmy with a retail cost of $10,000. My pinnacle was
being a cameraman for the wind-surfing/yachting
segments of the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles with
my key take being of a catamaran that swept by me
when my dome port lens was only a few feet from the
airborne dagger board That segment was used every
time the director cut to and from all commercials.
So how is one of those “nuts” from “off the wall” doing so far?
Return to Dallas
What I am about to detail is very difficult for me because I have to expose a weakness
and flaw in a person whom I very much admire and who helped me and so many people
during his dynamic life.
Within a month after walking out of McDougall’s office I was trained as a nursing
technician and six months later I was working in a burn unit in Columbia, Missouri. I
reconnected with burn surgeon Dr. B who invited me to come work with him as
producer/director/cameraman of burn training films for doctors and nurses.
While in a surgery, an intern asked Dr. B “So what happened that day Kennedy was
shot?” I thought the guy was going to be banished to outer Mongolia but to my surprise
Dr B. began to talk. Near the end of his speech Dr. B said that another doctor wanted to
do an open-heart massage. To prevent this procedure Dr B said he laid his body on top
of the chest of the victim to halt all life-saving efforts. Dr. B repeated that claim on a
CNN Larry King Live JFK 40-year anniversary special on December 23, 2003.
Transcript from program: http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0312/23/lkl.00.html
KING: Dr. Baxter, is it true? Did you stop the doctors from opening the chest for a heart
massage?
BAXTER: Yes.
KING: Because?
BAXTER: Because we knew then from Dr. Clark that the head was essentially blown off,
the brain was missing, and there was no chance for survival. And to have opened his
chest would really have been, to my mind, malpractice.
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One person who was not in the operating room when I was rolling film of Dr B and on
the CNN 40th anniversary program was Dr. M who was not aware of Dr B’s claims.
Linda Goodman
I was introduced to million dollar selling astrology author Linda Goodman (Sun Signs &
Love Signs) in 1988. While visiting her Cripple Creek, Colorado home in 1991 the
subject of JFK was brought-up. She blurted to my surprise, “Well you know he really
was not killed – he was shot in the right shoulder and survived.” I totally blew off the
comment for over 17 years until I came across the statement of Secret Service Agent
Roy Kellerman who sat in the passenger seat as the Presidential Limousine rolled down
Elm Street. Kellerman stated in his Secret Service and Warren Commission reports that
he heard JFK shout “My God I’m Hit!” after the first shot was fired. An FBI agent wrote
in his report on November 27, 1963.
“Upon turning his head to the left, he [Kellerman] observed President Kennedy
with his left hand in back of him appearing to be reaching to a point on his right
shoulder.”
Kellerman said nothing in his FBI testimony about JFK grabbing for his throat after the
first shot was fired. After reading these two statements by Kellerman my life was never
the same as I investigated the incident on Elm Street not only as an assassination but
also as an abdication by fake assassination.
Based upon my preliminary findings I self-published the first edition of the hardcover
book “My God I’m Hit!” that included the Dr. B’s claim that he laid on the victim to cease
all life-saving efforts. I was a guest on an internet radio program hosted by Mark
Anderson (no relation) about my book and at the end of the segment I publicly invited
him to join me in my investigation. He accepted but needed to remain anonymous
because he was still working in the main-stream media.
Connecting with Dr. M
I sent Dr. M an email detailing my relationship with the deceased Dr. B and that we met
in 1971. Within an hour of my email Dr. M called me. Over the next two months we had
two hours of unrecorded phone conversations and three hours of recorded sessions.
We also had several crucial emails and a letter I sent to his home address.
One of the very first topics I discussed with Dr. M was Dr. B’s claim that another doctor
wanted to do an open-heart massage and to prevent the procedure Dr B laid his body
on top of the victim to cease all life-saving efforts. There was a five second pause and
Dr. M stated “This is the first time I have ever heard that claim and I have no doubt that
you heard his words correctly. But there was never a plan for an open-heart massage
and Charlie never placed his body over the President at anytime while I was there”
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Dr. M continued – “Charlie had a difficult time grappling with the fact that the President
of the United Stater died on his duty watch as the head doctor. Charlie also had a way
of embellishing the facts of many situations.”
Dr. B was all about saving people such as an adult male who had 99 percent third
degree burns over his body and did indeed “survive” due to the Herculean efforts of Dr.
B. A person dying on Dr. B wounded his ego and soul and his attitude put pressure on
the medical staff and especially the doctors. Some senior resident doctors thrived on
the pressure while others were very relieved when their burn-unit rotation ended.
I really don’t remember much after that portion of the conversation as I remained
speechless for the rest of the day. I was emotionally devasted but I was totally to blame
and took full responsibility for my depressed mood. I broke the professional journalism
rule of not double checking and verifying the sources of an alleged event. But my
mistake also exposed the emotional/mental weakness of Dr. B for the historical record.
An error does not become a mistake until you refuse to correct it.” ‐John F. Kennedy
Again, Dr. M had the best view of the neck and head wounds of the victim as he
wrangled the forceps to widen the throat bullet hole as Dr. B performed the
tracheotomy. During a recorded phone session with Dr M, I stated the quote by Secret
Service Agent Roy Kellerman who declared he heard the President shout “My God, I’m
Hit!” after the first shot was fired.
The Kellerman quote generated one of the most unbridled human emotional responses
by Dr M during any of the unrecorded or recorded conversations with me or anyone
else. He angerly shouted into the phone “IMPOSSIBLE!”
But then he quickly shifted gears into a more professional medical mode and said “That
is highly unlikely because the bullet wound severely impeded any kind of speech.”
The Dr. B lie and Kellerman quote obviously caused
Dr. M stress but I I wasn’t finished with providing him
facts that caused additional stress.
Dr M had the very best view of the head wound as he
held the forceps. Dr. M made a drawing of what he
witnessed. Dr. M also viewed the autopsy photos that
were stored in the JFK Library. Dr. M publicly stated
that the head wound he witnessed in Dallas did not
match the head wound in the JFK Library.
There are gruesome black and white photos on the
internet that allege to be autopsy photos of JFK. I
emailed the photos to Dr. M asking for his comments
and if the photos matched-up with either his visual
observations or the JFK Library autopsy photos?
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His answer – The two sets of autopsy photos are different and both sets of photos do
not match up with what he observed.
In our next phone conversation, I pointed out that the differences in his visual
observations and the JFK Library and internet autopsy photos indicate he viewed three
separate and distinct dead bodies with massive fatal head wounds. I also pointed out to
him that he was probably one of only a few persons involved with the entire JFK
incident to observe all three.
Dr. M had no response but the tape recorder captured him deep breathing with a loud
groan.
My personal opinion based upon my 56 years of dealing with the incident on Elm Street
is all three (Dr M’s observation and two sets of fake autopsy photos) do not involve the
real body of John F. Kennedy.
As for Dr. M’s shirt stained by the blood of the victim who was removed from the
Presidential limousine? Mark and I decided to request a DNA test via a letter to his
home rather than over the phone or email. In 2009 a DNA test could determine the eye
and hair color of the victim. If the test indicated brown eyes and brown hair then JFK did
not bleed onto Dr. M’s shirt because the President had hazel eyes and red hair.
According to DNA lab experts I have communicated with via email and phone, the blood
on Dr. M’s shirt will be good to test for the next 50 years. Obviously, DNA tests have
improved since 2009.
In the letter I also advised Dr. M to remove the shirt from his home and place the cloth
in a safe place that prevents any kind of theft or damage.
Dr. M responded to the letter with an email politely declining any DNA test but stated his
son Chris had read the letter and agreed that the shirt must be kept in a safe location.
Dr M’s statement below is inaccurate but I believe he simply forgot that he did indeed respond
to our letter and took steps to protect his bloody shirt after listening to the advice from his son.

“He mentions one group that asked him to have his bloody shirt from the day of the
assassination tested for DNA in order to prove it wasn’t the President who was
shot, but a “ringer.” “I didn’t even respond to them after that,” McClelland
chuckles.
Requesting a DNA test probably was the peak point of Dr. M’s stress level that was
underpinned by Dr. B’s lie, Kellerman’s quote, the autopsy photos and a slew of other
facts presented by us to Dr M. I carefully observed additional oral, written and video
interviews of Dr. M since we wrote the letter requesting the DNA test. The interviewers
are not well informed enough to ask about the Kellerman quote and the discrepancies in
the autopsy photos, Hence, Dr. M never mentioned those topics in his interviews.
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Was the refusal to do the DNA test also a move by Dr M to not deal with Dr. B’s lie,
Kellerman’s quote and the autopsy photos? Cognitive dissonance is the condition of
denying harsh but true facts because they threaten the perception of reality by the
individual. – Below is the back cover of “My God, I’m Hit!” second edition that was sent
to Dr. M.

Conclusion
Many persons and their decedents have been and continue to be impacted by the
Kennedy incident on Elm Street. Regretfully the McClelland family is included in this
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group. I totally understand that Dr. M wanted a normal life. Dealing with Dr. B’s lie,
Kellerman’s quote, the autopsy photos and especially the results of the DNA test on a
daily basis, regardless of the findings, would have made a normal life impossible for Dr.
M. – he made the right choice for him and his family.
Now, how will his heirs deal with the bloody shirt? Will they seek the truth with DNA
tests or simply store the shirt in a closet or donate the shirt to a museum where the truth
will remain buried? Either option is neither right nor wrong.
For full details of the investigation into the JFK incident on Elm Street by Brian David
Andersen and Mark Anderson go http://mygodimhit.com
Click on the top video for the best summary, where I am interviewed by James Janick of
the web broadcast Feet to the Fire.
I detail how the written statements of Secret Service agent Glen Bennet and Elm Street
Eyewitness June Dishong, ambulance driver Al Rike and Warren Commission exhibit
393 – JFK’s suit jacket and frames 312 to 314 and frames 424 to 455 of the Abraham
Zapruder film - thoroughly support and corroborate Linda Goodman’s assertions and
Secret Service agent Roy Kellerman’s statements.
No JFK amateur or “expert” investigator has ever challenged, disproven or rebutted the
facts and conclusions made in that interview. The facts presented create a dilemma for
the audience. After learning the facts, the individual can only experience one of two
options – a paradigm shift in consciousness or a deep state of cognitive dissonance.
A prime example of cognitive dissonance was a discussion of the fake internet autopsy
photos on the JFK Assassination Forum by twelve members. I posted the fact that Dr. M
had carefully examined the absurd internet autopsy photos and declared them fakes
because the wounds did not match-up with what he observed. Logically the discussion
should have ended after my post. Amazingly not one person deliberating the ridiculous
topic responded to my post and the discussion continued as if Dr. M and his bloody shirt
never existed.
Brian David Andersen
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